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Terminal Marketplace FAQ’s 
The Matrix Terminal Marketplace enables you to monetize or increase your existing terminal 
commitments.  You can sell your current terminal capacity by posting an offer on the 
Marketplace. Also, you can also use the Marketplace to purchase terminal capacity from other 
participants, which could give you access to capacity that is otherwise unavailable.  There is no 
cost to listing an offer to sell or purchase capacity. 

How can I participate? Please go to the Marketplace tab on our Website 
“Matrix.global/Terminalmarketplace”, and then read/agree to the Terms of Service of the 
Marketplace. Our administration team will then create and send to you a username and 
password that will enable you to access the platform.  

 

How do I create a listing? Once you are logged in, please select “Create” to start the process. You 
can then specify whether you are selling or looking to purchase. You will need to specify:  

 A minimum price, 
 the term of the capacity (in monthly increments) and  
 the expiration date of the listing.   

Coming soon:  You will also be able to auction your capacity to other participants.  

 

Can I modify my listing once it is created? Yes, under “My Orders” you are allowed to modify 
the price, volume, term of the capacity and expiration date of the listing.  

 

Can I create more than a single month to offer? Yes, you can offer a specific number of months 
combined in one listing or you can create a strip of individual months.  

 

What is the term that I can list?  Listings begin with a single month, and there is no limit to how 
far forward you can list. 

 

Who can be a seller?  Any approved Terminal Marketplace participant that currently owns 
terminal capacity and is looking to optimize its commitment. 

Who can be a buyer?  Any approved Terminal Marketplace participant that is looking for terminal 
capacity. 
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Terms and Conditions: The relevant terminal’s general terms and conditions govern all 
transactions of capacity at that terminal. 

 
Current Schedule of fees: 
 
 Listing Fee: $0.00/bbl 
 Execution Fee: $0.01/bbl for total capacity executed on platform.  
 
 
 
 


